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AB ST R AC T
Literary fiction’s been laser focused on realism - or the pursuit of it - for centuries, but what if
post-modernism is a jumping off point? Bless This Mess is a collection of stories which
may or may not be greater than the sum of its parts. Where does imagination end and the
Internet begin, and how do we know what it means? The print version of Bless This Mess
comprises the print portion of a study in modern fiction as an attempt to reconcile virtual
and actual reality. In the spirit of research, readers may also choose to read an extended,
annotated, and extra-literary version of Bless This Mess on the Internet. If you’d prefer to
experience these stories online, please follow this link to Claireonline.space.
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I.

VODKA BUMS
Spend all of ages twenty-six and twenty-seven mourning spent youth; misplace

ambition. Be one of many in your family to do so, but be the first of your kin to move down
south (not counting Florida).
Make moving arrangements hastily, such that the bulk of your travel takes place
over the beginning of August, possibly during a drought. Recognize versions of your old
self in gas stations all the way through Kentucky and into Tennessee.
Rent small house, to which you soon import Middle Eastern gutter punk boyfriend,
who is twenty-five and starting college, and your cat, Louise, who also hails from the Holy
Land(s). Feel cosmopolitan in your new neighborhood; deny the chill that trails you, being
a Northerner, in The South. Feel neurotic, wobbly headed, as if life were happening in
cartoon cells instead of here on Earth in real time.
Apply to teach at no less than six preschools and nine after-school centers; receive
nary a callback. Find Craigslist ad for cashier at wine “boutique,” confirm assumption that
wine boutique = snooty liquor store. Complete and print application, wear sweater dress
and boots to drop it off early one afternoon. Schedule interview, ace interview, feel proud
about the new shirt purchased specifically for aforementioned acing of interview.
Resist arrogance, avoid Imposter Syndrome, and idealize getting a real job. Still,
savor pride in your background, innate midwestern work ethic, and your smile, and job
qualifications. It all works. Be Chicagoan (i.e. loud and unafraid of old boys), a girl
(bossy, dark-haired, kind of sardonic). Know how to toe up and call rank on frat boys,
despite and because of your hot tits. Manifest authority instead of pleasantries. Retail is
Customer Service, which is a real thing, a real job: gainful employment. It’s all work.
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Accept liquor store job. Make sure to confirm what the boss mentioned about the
dress code; pointedly ask if fancy non-denim pants are ok or does it have to be khakis with
the (lame) uniform shirt? Invest in modest collection of non-jeans, cultivate discerning eye
for (cheap) fancy pants. Visualize flipping paychecks into booze, clothes, shows; remember
bills are things that exist.
Get to know co-workers, be infuriated that they all seem to be as boring and snotty
as you’d feared. Grow accustomed to the way they moan and fuss while telling you not to
complain. Be excited to get off store property after every shift; complain to gutter punk
boyfriend about the winos and train kids that come through, how they pay with clammy
piles of quarters, creased dollar bills softer than suede. Learn to ignore co-workers’
disappointed sighs and expect eye-rolls instead of answers when you ask questions. Give up
on trying to be nice, start acting aloof.
*
On the inside, keep trying. Try with everything you have to provoke their sneers but
don’t move a muscle, just brain: try from the center of the bun on your head to the chipped
blue of your toenail polish, try to leave the register without actually moving. Send your
coworkers electric shocks through your mind, your eyes, watch the mediocrity settle on each
one of them, how it stoops the wine guy’s shoulders and grays his temples, how it seeps and
folds into the deep crease on your boss’s forehead. Smell sadness as it wafts over to the
register box from the young men posted in the beer section. Imagine them eating dinner
(alone), watching TV, try not to think about the old scraps of food in their beards. Offer to
help customers to their cars often and take deep breaths; later, remember these breaths like
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clouds every time you choke on the stuffy air in the store. Count down cash at register two,
clean the doors, re-stock Jack Minis and Smirnoff Red Top minis. Greet customers, smile.
Appreciate fifteen-minute lunch breaks. Insist on eating out back, on a stoop
facing the ally; revel in the dull semblance of freedom that fills you up outside the
concrete box of the store and its walls. Return from lunch; covet your coworkers’
mobility from the register box. Ask again (nicely) to get shift changed, feel miffed at
the owner’s ominous reply: We’ll keep you on nights, for the time being.
Feel rush of gratitude that you get to leave at the end of the shift, leave your
coworkers and their craft brews the second your foot hits the pavement. Be nice to
customers, prefer their company to that of other employees. At least the conversation’s
honest: Yes, please; no, thank you; fine, and you? Scan, stock, stack, make change, would
you like a box? Ok then, a bag.
Come to dim understanding that for the time being could well be forever; imagine
that this work is the only work that exists, anywhere, for all time. Marvel at the weather in
Tennessee, how summer lasts through late November. Exalt in your days off. Spend them
shopping, buying, at the luxury discount outlets, at the grocery store, at the pet store, feel
embarrassed at the intimacy you feel in each transaction, on the wrong side of the cash
register. Buy gifts sensible for your imported companions, ignore ambiguous urge to pack
up these same companions and drive away, drive north, up to the city (Chicago maybe, but
any city, so long as it’s a real city with a downtown) and away from your modest rental
house and its crumbling foundation.
Find that cashiering teases some inferiority complex from the depths of your
childhood, be disappointed in your lack of efficiency. Be not very surprised that this job is
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much harder than it looks. Convince self that certainly most people working most jobs
must feel this way: helpless and drowning. It sucks, but it works, working works.
*
Total your car on the way home from work the day you get your first paycheck.
Hate everything, miss old car; must buy new, old car.
Purchase a late model Civic with a manual transmission with insurance money,
mostly because you can but also a little bit because it feels badass, exciting like driving
hasn’t been for a while. It works, you work, enjoy driving a stick shift. Scream at the
jackasses who come to a complete stop before merging onto the highway, play your music
too loud with the bass and treble up as high as the stereo goes. Get used to being: a cashier
in Central Tennessee.
On slow days, customers walk in right past the register; get used to being ignored as
they walk in and chatted up as they leave. Stop bothering to ask if you might be able to point
them in the direction of what they’re looking for. Instead, ask them only if they need help,
doing so without losing count in the nightly cash drop.
Give up on trying to maintain any semblance of a normal sleeping pattern after six
months into the job. Stay up late, wake up late involuntarily; catch yourself talking to
imported cat as though she’s a customer: excuse me, right behind you, thanks. Forget where
the job ends and life starts, marvel at the passage of time: repetition. Annoy boyfriend.
Settle for familiarity, the funny way that not being bad at something is better than being
useless.
Cultivate and then revel in the authority you sow from behind the register, darting
your hands across the Lite Brite glow of its scanner; recognize the power of transacting,
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handling currency. On weekend nights, after the owner’s gone and nearly all the customers
walk in already drunk, get a little buzzed stoned over break and come back to the register
with a smile. Enjoy work. You’re it, you’re the one, gatekeeper to getting fucked up.
*
Delight in semi-disposable income. Buy new boots and wear them only twice during
the rest of your time in Nashville; avoid marring their leather forever with the stink of work.
Get bored, as one does. Confirm that it’s wholly impossible to service customers and do
anything like side work at the same time. Pints need to be restocked but also this gentleman
who didn’t need help a minute ago changed his mind and now he needs help and register
two needs change, but first can you help this nice white woman with the suit - she’d like
something crisp and bubbly for a baby shower?
Anticipate customers’ awkwardness, grow to love the hesitant way they ask if you’ve
ever had this wine or that gin. Fall deeply in love with several customers every day, feel
bereft when the handsome dude with the gray-green eyes stops coming in every Thursday.
See him everywhere, in all the customers, strain to remember which parts of him are real
and which ones you made up. Yearn to find his earnest how are you in the small talk of other
guys who try to chat you up. Get real good at sniffing dudes out from several customers
down the line, the way the creepers act surprised to see you, your presence a revelation, your
sentience an apparent byproduct of their service needs.
Realize that this is the closest you’ll get to being a star, the one everyone wants to
make the right impression on. Refuse to be impressed; instead, fume at your immobility, the
way that you are technically required to stay put if (and when) shit hits the fan. Reignite a
long-latent interest in a career as a bouncer, or a spy, or a soldier, any job that’s not this.
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You’re not even allowed to leave the register box, which is how you end up being the only
employee who never gets to kick unruly customers out of the store. Your
assigned role as Keeper of the Cash Register takes precedence over your deepseated desire to tell middle-aged men who call you sweetie to hit the road.
Get pissed off at: the management, the oppressive nonchalance of craft beer delivery
men, the high atmospheric pressure of masculine expectation that you wear like a laurel
every afternoon. It’s not the tedium, it’s not the drunks, it’s not even the shrill bell that rings
every time a customer walks through the door.
Realize, all at once, that you’ve grown accustomed to a daily routine that includes
drinking whiskey and complaining. Go to the bar with your boyfriend, because he wants to,
but be unable to stop complaining about the shitty music and the sticky floor. Take yourself
outside for a cigarette, shrug rudely when he asks if you’d like company. Stoke latent
anxiety about your mutual future(s) without saying anything to him. Instead, watch through
the front window as the bartender with bad jeans counts and recounts the tips in the pocket
of his apron. Feel small and confused but also overgrown and ugly: a snob, old-seeming,
supervisory.
Develop headaches every time you try to think about what comes next, spend time
considering other jobs that might require exactly the effort you currently expend: a crossing
guard, minus enthusiasm, or something adolescent like a lifeguard or moderately terrible
babysitter. Vigilant and relaxed at the same time, too cool to care. Turns out selling booze is
easy, so easy it’s unbelievable, so easy it’s second nature.
The best vodka bum is called Your Man Crackers. His real given name is
something forgettable—you only saw it the first time on the ID check—maybe Paul, or
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Jose, or Trevor, or even Jim Bob; assume he’s named himself as such because he’s crazy
and/or drunk. Delight in his wink after the third time he tries to get your name, and in the
knowledge that his name reflects his fondness for saltines. Nod when he bares his gums
and says easy to chew before baring his gums.
Think of Your Man Crackers as a prince among winos; not even a bad customer as
customers go. Extremely polite, always with exact change, always a please and thank you.
He respects you, respects your job, because he needs you to sell him his vodka. Eight damp
dollar bills, a dime, a nickel, and three pennies so clammy you’d swear they’d leave slime on
your palms.
Cultivate intimate knowledge through compulsory drivers’ license checks, blame
apparent thoroughness on the boss, or maybe the state, instead of owning up to a need for
something, anything, to do, to think about, that is neither money nor booze. Resist hugging
women who remind you of your grandmother(s), may they rest in peace. Try not to think
about much of anything when you’re at work. Turns out it’s impossible not to think about
anything at all so spend a lot of time trying to match customers with a fathomable existence
outside of the store. Find that this is impossible; grow desperate, look into grad school,
clown college, the Peace Corps, anything that’s far away.
Identify the semi-permeable membrane between Drinking Professionals and
Professionals, Drinking; poke at its invisible boundaries and imagine legion of beer nerds
lined up through the ages, debating the pratfalls of malts and yeasts. Take some solace in
(imaginary) untold histories of booze sellers past; let this idea be a balm to the inexcusable
reality of customers, all of whom are on your shitlist at some point, even the good ones,
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because they lose their novelty and turn into real (boring) people, on top of the fact that they
are also People Who Know the Afternoon and See the Sunset.
Invest in a six-pack of pocket memo books from the Walgreens across the road,
intend to take detailed product notes. Forget this goal; curate long, detailed lists and pen
diagrams in attempt to understand the taxonomy of humanity, booze-wise. Vodka bums sit at
the top of a primordial order in the hierarchy of drunks, and their daily half gallons mark
them as the most economical group of customers by far. They at turns amuse and horrify the
other customers with their presence. You like the vodka bums because they are decisive and
confident. It is clear to you that you are the most important least important part of their day.
Think customers awful, but only in passing; it’s easier this way given that so many
of them are the same people who stop through every day and pretend to have no idea what
you’re talking about because you are a girl or because you stand behind a cash register or
maybe both. Every day is like this; start to hate people and stores and money, but most of
all hate the people who give you a hard time when you ask for ID, the ones who tease I just
printed that! as you verify the authenticity of hundred-dollar bills. Don’t hate the player,
hate the game.
The worst part is how easily your passive dislike goes active all at once when the
nights get longer and the temperature drops. Imagine talking to these kids, the ones you
work with, at a party. Roll your eyes (hypothetically), wish to be at a better party, with
other people and who do not enjoy talking about drinking, always, nice people who don’t
make fun of everyone. Indulge an apparently heretofore-latent fascination with the most
regular of all the regulars, the vodka bums.
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Note your coworkers’ refusal to engage with the chaos that bubbles out around
registers and into the dead-zone, the long lines on Friday afternoons. Become
uncomfortably familiar with the casual racism of customer service, of the South; grit your
teeth and bite your tongue when dudes on staff puff up their chests to look officious when
white boys crowd the rum shelves but squint suspiciously at Black people, or Mexicans.
Stoke something like hate for your coworkers, for their existence, for the look of them (eyes
alert, mouths set straight under waxed mustaches and bushy beards). Despise their attitude
and their fantasy football teams and especially how they nod earnestly at the prettiest
customers. Rejoice at how their faces go flat when you make eye contact and tell them to
stop being racist.
All crackers, only crackers sounds like an unhealthy diet, but there is wisdom in it.
Think of other, less healthy diets: there was this junkie you met when you lived abroad, your
boyfriend’s friend, a street artist who subsists on just Cheetos and Snack Packs. It’s the
sugar, and the melting, he’d told you. Crackers are more feasible; agreeable. A lifetime of
crackers might be all you’d be able to stomach if you were drunk all the time, too. Your
Man Crackers buys so much vodka over the time you know him that you come to imagine
all his organs cobbled together from booze and saltines.
Try not to think about much of anything when you’re at work. Turns out it’s
impossible not to think about anything at all so you spend a lot of time trying to match
customers with a fathomable existence outside of the store.
Remember Your Man Crackers fondly.
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II.

RUBY, IN RETROSPECT

Waking up after a night of drinking felt remarkably, to Ruby, like being born. Hangovers
made her miss her mother, that dull ache in the back of her head somehow echoing her mother’s
incessant advice (nagging?). Decisions to sleep on distant friends’ couches or in dudes’ beds
were always good ideas at night but hell in the morning.
On these mornings, her first awareness was usually of what she just knew must be a
primal thirst (watt-errrrr) ebbing up from a blank sleep. This being followed, gradually, by
increasing awareness of herself as a human (as anything) and, only after some long moments,
she remembered that she was a person, a human named Ruby. A human named Ruby with an
entire day in front of her and then (only then) could she find the energy to get up, collect herself,
her things (her friends), and head back to her own life.
Ruby’s college career was wholly typical in form and function. Typical in the way of her
Midwestern peers, save for the fact that she’d exchanged her mother’s house on Lake Michigan
for a dorm room on the Pacific. She drank beer (and won chugging contests, since, after all, she
was Midwestern). She flirted, smiled, made friends with girls she only slightly liked and wished
these girls were more like the ones she’d grown up with.
The girls Ruby went to college with were different, and very much not midwestern.
Funny, how that worked: these were blond and they were not unambitious, but they were…
something. Something that wasn’t like Ruby nor her proud older sister, mother, and cousins.
Ruby’s freshman year roommate was a young woman named Katy from California (the
Beach Cities, whatever that meant). Katy slept with a great many boys, so many that Ruby got
used to meeting new ones often, even quickly making friends with them. By the time she moved
into her apartment, eventually, she’d pulled together something one might call ‘a social life.’
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The day Katy’s sorority sister died was cloudy and humid, a cool-edged breeze, a droopceilinged Thursday in May. As Ruby left her last class of the day she couldn’t help but think how
thrilled she was to be here, in college and not high school. The air was thick and heavy, like
someone’d caught a gymnasium’s worth of stale breath and popped a Pyrex dish upside-down
over the whole of the Santa Barbara basin.
Day turned into night but the air stayed languid; Ruby admired her sneakers as she and
Katy walked the quarter mile from their dorm to the house on Del Playa Drive where Brian and
The Boys lived. Ruby was not a fan of The Boys, as Katy called Brian’s friends, but she loved
Brian with a warmth that caught even Ruby, herself, off guard. Nice to have friends, good ones,
when you’re away from home. He was short—just an inch or two taller than Ruby—and
handsome in a way that reminded Ruby faintly of grandfathers and the early 20th Century. They
were best friends.
Katy, Ruby, Brian, and The Boys were methodical as they got ready to go out, showed
valiant effort as they worked through a bottle of blue-label Smirnoff and the leftovers of
Wednesday’s stale-ish keg beer. Brian got up to go smoke on his balcony. Ruby followed, more
out of habit than an actual desire to smoke. Nevertheless, by the time the rest of the group was
ready to go, she and Brian found themselves hiding, hanging back crouching on the deck, each
holding a cigarette.
So eager, Brian hissed, pointing at their friends below. He went on in a stage whisper,
But for what? It’s a stupid party at a stupid frat, paid for by a stupid website! Girls Gone Wild?
More like Girls Gone Mild, or Girls Gone Slutty.
Ruby nodded, half-listening to Brian and half-listening to Katy in the driveway below, on
the phone with someone. Was Katy calling Heather? Ruby hated Heather. She said as much as
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the two of them watched their roommates dissipate into the crowded nighttime street. Well,
screw Heather and screw her mean-ass comments about Ruby’s clothes and her hair. Who was
she to call Ruby ‘plain,’ anyway? Ruby preferred to think of herself as a natural beauty. In any
case, might as well stick with Brian tonight, no? Like, aren’t there house parties tonight? Other
ones? A band playing…anything? There were not.
[per Tim: add intro sentence such as: The others leave, at last.]Brian and Ruby ripped
some bongs and made their way to the party (they were late, fashionably so). Brian saw their
friends first, as usual, and before she could stop herself, Ruby rolled her eyes and sneered.
Heather was there, and Katy and The Boys. Everyone packed up against a railing that ran the
length of the second floor.
Ruby fought the urge to run away. She elbowed Brian and they went to join their friends.
Nothing good would happen here. No boys would talk to her—other than Brian, of course—and
the music was terrible. She’d been to this house before, she remembered vaguely, with friends
dancing on the ground level, more beer on the second and pot smoking on the third. Nothing had
changed. It all reeked of rancid-sock-cigars-and-vodka-vomit smell.
They hadn’t been there long when the DJ, a balding man with a Girls Gone Wild track
jacket, cut the music. Can we get some respectful peace and quiet? Or at least enough so’s you
all can hear me introduce these three fine UCSB bitches? Don’t you want to know who will
represent your school? The party, as it turned out, did not care which Girls had Gone Wild, and
a resonant BOOOO rang out from hundreds of party goers.
The DJ was clearly confused, and maybe even a little hurt at the guests’ disrespect. It
wasn’t his problem that no one cared what he had to say. People started yelling. Get off the
stage! Loser! We don’t care about these slooooots! Ruby laughed at this last one, in spite of
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herself. Then, at once, the crowd turned from joyful heckling to chaos. Someone threw a (full)
Solo Cup of beer toward the DJ booth (there was no stage). The crowd was primed to join the
melee. Ruby grabbed Brian by the elbow as party ephemera rained about their heads from the
balcony above: beer cans, straws, cups, a condom wrapper. Chaos could be fun but a fraternal
mass movement sounded threatening and Ruby was wary of stampedes.
Unable to contain her restlessness, Ruby murmured let’s bounce to Brian, and they turned
to leave. The music was loud, so it’s hard to say how, or even if, they might have heard Katy’s
shrill yelp over the bass thumping on the speakers, but, by the time they’d made it down the
stairs, toward the door, something was clearly wrong.. A sudden surge of people rushed past
Brian and Ruby as they flattened themselves against the wall, craning their necks to get a clear
view of the place they’d been standing just minutes ago.
Ruby saw— or at least thought she saw—Heather prone on the concrete, writhing, with
one hand across her face. Katy was screaming, pointing at a group of guys on the balcony above.
It’s your fault! All your fault, I’m talking to you, you stupid shits! Who throws a GLASS bottle at
a PARTY? You could have killed her! One of The Boys had already scrambled through the crowd
trying to catch the 40 oz. Mickey’s bottle rolling around the edge of the dance floor.
Ruby and Brian left to smoke cigarettes and hang out on the beach, though they’d briefly
considered sticking around to find out what, exactly, had happened. They were long gone by the
time the cops broke up the party, and certainly long gone when the paramedics pronounced
Heather dead.
*
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Only when Margaret hit the ocean-side part of the 101 did she finally find it within
herself to set cruise control and relax. Convenience was of no use on the freeways near the city,
not with the traffic at a standstill.
Ruby had come out of the womb whole, a tiny formed person for whom Margaret felt
unabashed tenderness. Ruby’s gumption (as Margaret’s father called his granddaughter’s refusal
to sit still, pay attention, or even feign respect for her elders) was quickly the stuff of family
legend. She’d refused to talk until she was ready—almost three years old— and then, her words
were forceful, intimidating. A weather event of a child Ruby was, a thunderstorm.
Margaret’s version of the story—of that time Ruby’s little friend died at a frat party—was
very short and a little bit snappy; what a strange thing for her daughter to witness! She’d spoken
about the incident with her friends at work, sure to point out how much she disapproved of her
daughters’ drinking habits.
Unfortunate that anything had to happen to the poor girl, or any poor girl for that matter.
When will they learn? Nevertheless, Margaret took more pride than pity in her daughter’s
sheepish voicemail so many years ago, the one in which she’d copped to witnessing the Girls
Gone Wild incident.
Yes, Ma, I was there, but I don’t know why. I didn’t know the people hosting the party,
but I knew the girl, sort of. Knew of her? I was at the party but, you know, it was crowded, we
left kind of early. I’d rather not talk about it. Just like Ruby to give only the most sensational of
details, defensive yet still aiming to please.
A much more recent voicemail from Ruby was more confusing for Margaret. At first, she
thought her daughter was playing a joke on her.
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Ma, it’s me, just got off work, miss you lots. Love you, too, and I hope you’re good and
all that stuff. Speaking of being, well—her voice cracked here—well, listen I was going to have a
baby but now I’m not. I was pregnant, I guess, but I won’t be. I took care of it, you know, I got
an appointment for Tuesday morning. So I’ll have taken care it of it by next time we talk?
Anyway, love you, it’d be fun to see you but I know you’re busy so don’t worry about coming out.
Ruby could be a revolutionary yet—no chance she’d be weighed down by the mediocrity
of a failed marriage as Margaret had, especially so soon after college. Being a mother to the girls
was great and all, but she hoped they’d choose to follow their passions instead of having babies.
So, she booked a ticket, telling herself it was for appearance’s sake and (not unselfishly)
because she couldn’t bear to hear the rest of it from Ruby in devastating pieces, bits about Sam
and how he’d stroked her belly the night before the abortion. Bye, little guy! Margaret had half a
mind to slap him, just for that. Lucky for him, she was already heading north, in the Valley now,
too late for her to inform the little turd that until his body was carrying a fetus, he had no right
making her, Ruby, feel sad like that. Was he unaware that he’d been speaking to a handful of
cells, and not some ‘little guy’?
Extracting her daughter from Southern California’s lackadaisical grip was not going to be
easy– not by a long shot—but Margaret figured she’d might as well try. Typical. And her
younger daughter’s first abortion was as good a time to try as any other she could think of, even
if the abortion had already happened. Knowing this, that the uneventful procedure would have
already taken place by the time her plane landed, was a little disappointing, in itself.
Also typical, maternally so: Did Margaret do too good of a job raising her girls? Could
Ruby actually be this strong, did she really want her mother around for nothing other than rosy
maternal comfort? As promised, Ruby had called her mother soon after she arrived home from
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the clinic. She sounded small and eerily optimistic. Ruby’s exact words: Fun, Ma, you’re fun,
that’s why I want you here—caught Margaret off guard.
Claiming the rental car was easy enough, obviously, but the freeways took more getting
used to than Margaret remembered from previous visits to California. The sun also some took
getting used to. She squinted at the glare in the rearview mirror and suddenly missed her own
father very much.
Her father had spent some time out here, long ago. He was stationed in San Diego,
perhaps? Swore up and down that the only reason he’d moved back to the Great Lakes was
because that Pacific Coast shoreline made for one hell of a roadside hazard. She imagined him
complaining, slapping his palm on the dashboard. What is it with these wet fools and the not
knowing how to drive? Mildew between the ears? I tell you, as pretty as this place is, it’s not
worth the hassle!
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III.

THE LEGEND OF JIMMY TV
My sister, Junebug, says that he used to be a normal guy, but I don’t believe it. Once

a creeper, always a creeper. She insists Mr. TV was fun, long ago, when they went to school
here. She used to drink with him at parties. Just trust me, he was no worse than the rest of
the guys we went to school with. He was a soccer player, even!
Of course, in a small town like this you all grow up together. And so, obviously, I
might have recognized him in a lineup, maybe from pictures in my sister's yearbook, but we
weren't friends and it's not like we'd ever had an actual conversation. Ten years is a big age
gap to bridge when you're in middle school, right?
For every time it was embarrassing to have my sister working there, teaching at my
high school building, I've never been more proud of her than I was the day she told that
creep off. God knows what she said to him, but it worked and now he's careful around me.
Things haven't been easy, exactly, but he's been keeping his distance lately. It can't hurt that
now he knows I'm not afraid to cry Molester!
*
I wouldn't say there's a single moment in time when it started, not like there's a line
he crossed so much as a corner he turned. Life would be much easier if only the story were
more clear-cut; if there was only a solid beginning, a middle, and an end. The truth is I tried
to just put it away as a part of my life that happened.
I can't tell you but the gist of things, partially because I tried to forget, but also
because I don't know what you've heard or what the old creep is up to now—just what I
know. Where he'd once been charming, he started getting creepy. Mr. TV put me in mind—
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exactly—of an uncomfortable uncle or in-law at a family party, the kind who stares at you a
little too long without talking, expressionless.
As far as teaching goes, the only thing he ever really got on my case about was
learning under the influence: he told me over and over that I'd never amount to anything if I
kept ‘lollygagging in the hallway' and certainly not if he caught me again with glassy, redout eyes. It's possible that he had a point, but then he got mean about it, started calling me
out in front of the class and calling me a burnout. I went to talk to him after class one day,
said it hurt my feelings a little bit. He laughed and narrowed his eyes. Then he told me he
hated stoners, hated stoner girls the most, that I better watch out if I didn't want to be known
‘Little Miss Hydroponics' for the next three years.
It was just a week or two before the beginning of freshman year and I was at school
with my sister, helping her get ready for the first day of class. I was bent over with my head
in her classroom's craft closet, talking to her. She must have left the room because, when I
stood up to ask a question about glitter, there he was, all at once. I was pretty short for my
age, but he hoisted me by my armpits like I was nothing, lighter than a sack of flour. My
feet were at least a foot off the ground and he jiggled me back and forth a little bit, knocking
my jelly sandals together, then got up close with his face close to mine said something I
didn't care to understand. His breath smelled like ranch dressing and his fingers were too
tight on my chest, so I did what came naturally: I screamed bloody murder straight in his
face, and he put me right back down on the ground. I was horrified at the time, but he acted
like it was nothing and I didn't want to cause a scene so I just took it as a learning
experience about never letting my guard down, or something.
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The second next time he pissed me off was, incredibly, much worse. It was over
Christmas break but later that same school year. Mr. TV (James is fine outside of the
classroom, really—or Jimmy, as he told my parents) had stopped by the house to drop off a
book for my sister and stayed for a cup of coffee in the family room. I was selling candy
bars to raise money for student council; he'd seen the order form on the kitchen counter and
insisted on buying an entire case, just so long , he told my sister, as I came down from my
bedroom to talk to him. She left to attend to the laundry and Mr. TV cornered me in the
kitchen, between the sink and the refrigerator. He held up his checkbook and looked me up
and down. Then he winked.
Hey there, pumpkin, you sure are blossoming into a pretty little woman, aren't you?
He said it in a deep, breathy voice I'd never heard before. I didn't process what was
happening at first. This was my teacher? Really? I crossed my arms over my chest, and he
leaned in closer.
Let me give you some advice: you're so much prettier when you're looking down.
Something about your face makes it look real eager when you look a man straight on, so
stick with this demure thing—it's working.
But all the sour glares and close talking (not to mention the unfunny, offensive jokes
he'd ever made at my expense in class), eventually got to be too much. I made up my mind
to say something one Friday in the cafeteria, after he squatted down next to our lunch table
to see what's good and I saw him touch Karen’s thigh. It was his whole hand—palm and
fingers—a few inches above her knee. Her face went slack, like she'd seen a ghost, and I
almost screamed. Saying something was important, and I’ve never been afraid of sticking
my foot in my mouth.
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*
Truth be told, I had let my guard down around him a handful of times, but I learned
pretty quick to keep my distance. And to be observant, like a fox. Or a robot. Or a bat with
sonar. Probably didn’t actually help much but I sure as hell swore that as long as I was
watching him closely, he didn’t put one foot over that line.
I marched right to my sister's classroom and told her exactly what'd happened. I felt
real badly for Karen but it was sort of a relief all the same to be able to finally, finally, get
him off our backs—or to move the plot along, at least. No way he'd have a third chance to
get in my face: screw that guy, screw his ranch dressing breath and his grabby-ass hands.
It’s important to watch out for friends, even the ones you yet to meet.
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IV.

OH SHIT!
The drunk man on the Blue Line to O'Hare snores softly on a Sunday afternoon. He

smells of lunch meat and sweat socks. He wakes up as the train lurches up from
underground and starts talking.
What, here? He points out the window, his voice gets louder, accusatory.
Everything goes on here! Just not now. No one goes out until late at night. We take disco
naps here.
He's not wrong. January and August are terrible but February and July are worse.
Too short, too long: too much altogether.
North-siders and those old rich there, from the Gold Coast, they're too much, too.
Much too much! Them hicks think they're city people, but they're no better than us! He
winks at the little girl and her mother sitting across the aisle. The woman makes a face like
sucking on lemons but the girl smiles and nods for the man to go on.
Sure, sure, concerned with commutes but also just too concerned, with everyone!
They're jerks but they're the ones whose big ugly shoulders made this Great Lake fur
trading post into an American Trade Hub.
The young woman in the far corner cracks a smile, tries to guess at the next logical
subject in this lecture's progression. Cubs fans and/or the aforementioned car-owners, but
with summer homes on the lake?
North-siders, Chi caaaa gooooooo, the good foot and the like, but the South Side is
the side for meeee! He winks at the girl again and spits on the ground.
It's like I always say! There are only two seasons here: icy w/ flurried car collisions
and road construction - standstill! It's the glaciers! From the suburbs to the Pacific and
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Lake Michigan down the Atlantic, Americans hold fast to the good and wipe their hands of
the bad, dismissive like Mother Goose: When the city was good it was very very good and
when it was bad - the people there are oh so stupid and evil!
Chicago is very, very, very easy to hate - its history is rich with industry, ambition,
and corrupt artistry. Is it not true that young white men created and perpetuated the culture
of violence that sickened our innocent sons? Is it not true that women have been in charge
all along?
The train pulls into a station underground. The little girl and her mom get up to
leave, and the drunk man looks around, as if realizing where he is for the first time. The
woman in the corner claps slowly - once, twice, three times - and the train goes on.
*
Chicago is a city that works. No one lasts there without function; snot-freezing
winters used to wean out the losers but these days it’s all global warming and violence.
Don’t get me wrong, there’s a lot of power in these streets. There’s even something nice
about the way the fat bullshit white boys are ebulliently full of themselves, naïve to dangers
of the dark.
I’d never thought much about graffiti – tagging – or at least no more than I’d
thought about other non-intrusive bits and pieces. The idea that graf pieces come about
organically from a person instead of a machine was inspiring in a far-off sort of way, but
even then, we knew that design was a kind of personal signature, an art more than a
science. Door handles, window moldings, elevator buttons, giant aerosol-drip tags: all
perfectly respectable (if often boring) ways of expressing oneself.
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Here’s the thing: plumbing rots and name pieces get wrecked, so the only way to
make a real impression is with a big impact. A company, a corporation. Like Chicago
Faucet, for example. Shit’s everywhere. I’ve even seen Chicago Faucet on drain-covers in
Spain and hot water taps in the Middle East, not to mention all throughout these fifty states.
That’s how OH SHIT! came about – me and my girl gang came up with it as a funny thing
to do, together. Unification.
*
On the day Saint West learned that no-one puts white mens' fiction in the corner,
which is a shame, seeing as BB is much too big to fit on the wall. Saint wanted to decorate
the expanses of his room in the new house. He had only had one frame and one flat spot
near the corner of the wall next to his bed so he set off in search of the best thing he could
think of to frame: the Internet
Oh Shit, what a fabulous idea!
And so, he went about gathering supplies for his task and set off to consult Google.
He searched and searched for a way to cut a piece small enough to his frame, but alas!
Wikipedia informed him that the web was infinitely large, so large that he'd never be able
to hang it unless it were broken down into much smaller pieces.
Then, like a weather event, he had a brilliant idea. He jumped up, went to his
bookshelf, and came back with an old paperback copy of Infinite Jest. The book was
unwieldy, sure, (and awkward!) but, with a little bit of tape and a fair amount of elbow
grease, he wedged the book into a picture frame and hung it up on the wall.
All at once there was a crash, and the whole shebang ripped out of the wall. the
plastic drug store photo frame shattered into smithereens. Saint was very sad, but, having
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been educated at the school of hard knocks, understood that because all things happen for a
reason and that this event, therefore, must have been a gift of sorts.
*
Something(s) great about Kim is that despite all her complaining she is magnificent.
Gifted with excellent taste and a body forged like a car, curves of steel. Skin taut over
muscle with a strong work ethic, the strongest, woman that ever lived, ever. Seeded back
Out West but a hard ass bitch nonetheless, even on Chicago terms, back out where he's
from. Speaking of something(s), who even KEEPS this shit?
The brownstone's only officially been theirs for eighteen hours and everything,
everywhere is a MESS. Boxes, possessions asunder. This is terrifying to her but the chaos
is evidence of hard work so she must be doing something(s) right?
And yet -and yet - there's more, and more, and more, and some more shit to find,
put away, make places for, objects needing homes. Her friends love this about her and this,
too, is the quality he is most proud of in his wife, even more than he admires her ass and
her smirking eyebrows.
Kanye appreciates her for who she is and her eternally optimistic strength; the
power of hard work lends his wife more time than he'd had the power to imagine, before.
Gives him more time to concentrate on aesthetics, too, more time for that since ever or
since his mom, maybe. If this is family (which it is), he delights in it.
Important pieces of their lives are scattered everywhere. Here is a hairbrush; here is
a stack of art, some vintage Levis, and a stack of business cards. Here is a shoe, just one,
something special to someone(s) enough at one time to keep. And so, unpacking comes
first.
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Tonight, they will go to bed happy but for the time being, it’s more of the same. She
swallows her frustration, returns to concentrate on unpacking. The new house, the new city
(both of which once seemed large) suddenly feel so very tiny and cramped. She wants to
scream and run away, back to the high atrium and cool marble tile of her mother’s house in
California. Will it ever end? Why, oh why are there so many things to deal with? Large and
small and tangible and abstract things?
Now all their things are here and the movers took their leave over an hour ago.
There's plenty left to do for tomorrow, might well go about hanging things up on the wall,
make this house look like a home.
Cartons upon cartons of books and records and keepsakes and museum of art and
fashion and storytelling and so many valuable life lessons – this cannot possibly all belong
to her and her little family, not after all the crap she organized back out West. Now all their
things are here and the movers are finally gone, so it's now or never, maybe, for this to be
THEIR home not just A home.
And yet - and yet - she might be done unpacking before bed - and then some, even?
Just so long as there's time to do something to these bland, khaki-ass walls.
*
Littles came from the system. He never said so, or where he’s from, but I’d guess
Ohio, one of the big prisons in the middle of the state. You can tell from his accent, he’s got
a kind of lisp and it always sounds like he’s got lotsa spit in his mouth.
He acts like he came up in the deep south, the way he talks and what he talks about,
but you can tell he’s Midwestern in the way he treats old people and babies and you could
even say he’s got kind of advanced views about shit, like you can tell he likes the city but
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also that he probably came from somewhere different where people are terrible in other
ways – backwoods poor instead of projects poor, you could say.
He’s the sales guy, and he’s good at it. He’s so good that it’s easy to get wrapped up
in his pitches, he makes you want to buy whatever the fuck it is that’s he’s trying to hand
off on you. [seems like] a lot of people don’t like him for that, or at least they try not to,
cause they’re scared. Two, maybe three days after we first met I went for like six hours
without acknowledging the kid cause once I’d seem in action. I got over it, but for a minute
I felt like if I talked to him he was gonna swindle me into giving him something of mine,
my pants or something. But I got over it.
He’s like the living embodiment of the way that Jay-Z says on The Blueprint, he
could sell ice in the winter, fire in hell and water to a well. So, it’s good that he’s with us
and not against us.
*
Questions to answer: What if everyone was afraid of social interaction? Like if we
all thought that listening to other people was bad for your health and your self esteem?
Does that make every one right? Does it make people fight? Do we just stop listening to
each other? Who told us to do it?
What if we really did avoid each other like the plague?
And then if we all were so busy talking over each other about what was wrong in
our own individual lives and comparing it to shit (this system of knowledge, like a
discourse, that we learn in class) that we all get narrow minded and just miss each other.
HOW WOULD YOU GO ABOUT BREAKING THAT? Chicago abounds with a Solution:
So Many Weird Kid(s).
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*
Francis is an eternally weird kid. He wakes up with the roosters on weekday
mornings to suit up for the market in the dark. Everyone is looking for flannel at this time
of year – it isn’t cold yet but will be soon.
Once or twice a month his older brother used to send him with strict orders. We
need more coats, look for some of that late model Members Only shit, you know? The
grandpa ones. Small sizes, for girls, too! Now that his brother’s having a baby, Francis
enjoys more independence. His sister-in-law puts pressure on his brother to show the kid
some trust and it’s resulting in more money for Francis’s sneaker collection, which is nice.
A few short detours at the outskirts of the market to say hi to the kids with the
bootleg CDs, then up through the bedding district to the big barrels of dry goods and grains.
Grabs rice and lima beans for later, plus posole for now: breakfast. He drinks the warm goat
soup out of a plastic bag with a straw and then turns up the mountain, to the secondhand
clothes street. Ideally, he’ll beat the sun up to the edge of the jungle so he can be the first
customer at all his favorite spots, right when they open.
The early bird catches the worm. Advice from Francis Sosa’s ex-girlfriend’s
very Jewish grandmother, Stella, who’s no doubt still back in Los Angeles, sitting
on a bench in her all-black-everything old lady outfits. She smelled like the rich old lady
she was (Chanel No. 5, so far Francis could tell), but Stella had a mouth on her, a sense of
humor. She used to call him anchor baby, even though she knew he was exactly the
opposite: born in Tijuana, his parents brought him to LA as a baby, and there he’d stayed
for the next twenty-two years. Stella would hate all the walking here, down in Mexico, but
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she’d love the shopping, especially the leather. Calfskin backpacks, embossed key fobs,
belts. Lots of cheap jewelry and pretty embroidery.
Francis’s ex-girlfriend is Hilary, and he thinks she’s engaged by now, or at least
on the way to it. They broke up before he got deported, back after the first time he got
arrested the first time for intent to distribute and he’s pretty sure that seeing her again is not
a possibility, ever.
As far as he knows, Hilary still lives in the stupid apartment building just west of
West Hollywood, but they haven’t spoken since she dumped him, right around the same
time when he got out of lockup couldn’t find a job and had to start hauling radioactive
waste. Wouldn’t you know it that it was the illegal dumping that ended up getting him
deported in the end? Turns out Francis did such a good job disposing of nuclear trash that
he got promoted all the way up to manager (still under the table, of course), and then the
whole operation fell apart because some guy got sick from the chemicals and everyone
ended up getting shipped back down south, over the border.
Arriving at the tiny crowded thrift shops early gives him plenty of time to inspect
new arrivals before the rest of the neighborhood wakes up. It’s slow going, but he’s
hopeful. It’s only Tuesday he’s already scored a pair of sneakers for himself and two good
pair of fake Levis for his brother’s store this week. He’s on a mission to build goodwill
with the market’s oldest secondhand sellers, so even showing up counts as getting work
done.
Soon enough, middle aged women and their sticky sweaty children hover behind
him, trying to figure out what it is he’s looking for so they can pick it up, too. In this
respect, thrifting in San Cristobal is not so different from shopping at the thrift stores in LA,
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except that the moms down here are pushier than the skinny surfer girls and scene chicks up
there. Somehow much less gullible than California girls, too. Down here, they know he
knows something they don’t and they’re curious about what he’s doing.
These women and children, their germane curiosity, finally, are a blessing – at least
no one else is trying to bite his style down here.
*
Orange really hated summer camp and most of the kids there. But she hated it in a
way that felt much better than hating school or her classmates, and definitely managed to
dislike the whole package with an enthusiasm that felt less like snobbery or classism than
the other long list of shit she hated. She filed it away under possible training for future spy
and/or executive management endeavors and did her best to remember to be less weird than
usual (for better research and observation purposes. Undercover agents and spies shouldn’t
stick out.
Then the plan started working and she started getting invited to lame sneak outs and
future visits to the north shore. At the end of the last year she was caught off guard by a
Chicago city kid with good taste in rap and it was all over from then on – the end of both
liking the kids around her and the end of her ability to separate what she wanted from what
was in her reach without bumping up against some obvious discrepancies between her
insides and her outsides.
Orange’s luck with friends and family was quite good, especially considering how
shitty most people have it. They all seemed to like her and believe in her enough to support
her and remind her to just take a nap or remember to have something to eat when she
started to lose her shit.
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People who didn’t like her sometimes said But you know how families are, the way
they have to love you no matter what. But they must either be crazy or especially fucking
patient to put with her.
Unfortunately, Orange was rarely there on those occasions and therefore unable to
point out that 1. Calling someone crazy is dismissive thus OUT OF LINE, and 2. The only
people that are really crazy are the ones who think they’re normal, and right. The problem
was circular, no doubt about it: how could she ever truly be understood?
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V.

UNCLE SMALLS’ NOTEBOOK
Yen Ching is the place Chauncey (your dad) took Rachael (your mom) for sushi on their

first date. It was relatively decent in the way that suburban restaurants almost always are:
Christmas lights draped down the windows (not the ones that twinkle, the older kind that twist a
little before they come to a point) and neon beer signs. Bamboo walls and benches in the waiting
area, and a large sad aquarium with a tipped-over gold Buddha in the bottom of the tank with a
fat, spotted goldfish butting its head against one of the tank's bottom corners. We go back there
sometimes, like for the kid's birthday.
So, I know what that means, stenciled in loopy handwriting across the back cover of the
notebook, even if it's a pretty weird thing to doodle. Maybe she was hungry? The rest of the stuff
in this notebook, the drawing and the list and all the missing pages; who knows?
We found this notebook stuck up inside the first drawer of Rachael's old green desk,
writing side facing the bottom of the top drawer on the upper left-hand side. I was babysitting
one day and the thought just occurred to me: look in that drawer! So I did. Then I asked
Chauncey the next time I saw him and he figured it must have been Rachael's at some point, that
maybe she left it on purpose. That doesn't sound like something she'd do, but I have no idea why
she put it there and if (or when) she thought it would be found. He told me to take it home and
use it. I know art supplies are expensive, Smalls, this notebook's practically good as new!
So glad I don't have a kid of my own yet, but I've been babysitting for Damian (eta: that
would be you) lately and I gotta admit that something tells me I'm going to be a great dad one
day. I used to worry since that I was doomed to be of those no-good deadbeat dads, seeing as
how I was raised by a single mom and all. But taking care of Chauncey's kid is pretty cool, and
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it's not too difficult. Tiring and tedious, sure, but it's a good break from my own problems. Plus,
all kinds of ladies hit on me when I take him to the park, so that's good.
*
When Chauncey signed the kid up for AYSO, who showed for the games at the armpit of
dawn on Saturday mornings? Me. And whose mom's house did the team go to for waffles after
every win? That's right, me again. The best uncle, Uncle Smalls, of course. It's not easy to be the
best parent a kid's got when you're not technically even related to him. I'm the one who helped
Damien with all the corny shit that all parents feign enthusiasm for, and I'm better at it than
Chauncey ever could have been: Halloween costumes, valentine's cards, watching television
together. Shit, I'm the one keeping a journal about the kid, am I not? It made me real sad to think
of him when he gets older, trying to drag stories out of corny old Chauncey about his childhood.
I care, homie—your Uncle Smalls cares!
*
Poor Damien was real sick today, so sick I had to go pick and pick him up from his
school. Good thing I went with Chauncey to registration and put myself down as D's emergency
contact, since his pops was working with a crew in the suburbs that week. The preschool called
and said he wasn't feeling so hot, lost his lunch is what the nurse said on my voicemail, so took
the rest of the afternoon off and went to pick him up. I had Damian's back, though—the nurse
helped him out with some overalls from the lost and found, then I gave him my hoodie and we
threw his t-shirt in trash.
*
Man, poor Chauncey. He was always on some crazy denial shit about Rachael, but I think
reality is finally starting to kick in. He stopped talking about getting her back, at least. Besides,
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he should be grateful to have gotten such a cute kid out of the relationship in the first place.
Needs to focus on what's in front of him rather than living in some dream land about with a
perfect family.
Setting aside the fact that dude's plan to ‘fix' nonspecific things with Rachael was totally
insane, I couldn't help but feel sorry for him when she left. It's weird to think now that I'm the
one who introduced the two of them in the first place.
I told him back then I didn't think it was such a good idea, told him that she's kind of
opinionated, she can be a heartbreaker. He's one of those silent macho dudes with a heart of gold,
so I figured one of them would catch feelings and call things off sooner rather than later. Said he
wanted to ‘tame' her or something. Ma's always telling me that marriage for any reason other
than love is a bad idea and she knows what she's talking about. She also says you can’t change
people, and she’s not wrong.
*
I guess Chauncey must have forgot or maybe he didn't know that his own writing was on
some of the pages, and I am still embarrassed every time I come across a passage in his chickenscratch handwriting.
We got in a fight and she got real shrill, so I told her to be quiet or else she'd wake the
baby, and that was it—we were done. Knew it by the way she looked at me and especially by the
way I couldn't convince myself to care. She left the room, came back, left again, and then finally
crossed past me to the door. I called her name just before she slammed it. She finally looked at
me with the saddest eyes I've ever seen and then she finally left. The scene reminded me
somehow of when we met, then both moments mixed together so I was left with a vivid and
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unmistakable mental image of her in a pretty green dress, leading me down the steps into the
mouth of hell. It was like a waking nightmare, completely terrified, but I covered it up okay.
I remember that day, I was there when she left. Fifteen minutes later she came slamming
back through the front, smelling like Parliaments, but not to apologize. Then she said sorry I
forgot my toothbrush in a strange loud voice, and left again, this time for good. She kissed me on
the cheek and gave Chauncey the middle finger. Damian never even woke up. Surprising, what
with her little elephant-y stomps going at double strength through the door out, down the
stairwell. She was wearing her favorite boots (Spanish leather cow-herders, up to the knee and
ancient-looking, maybe even wore them when we met back in college), and her orange and gray
SB Dunks knotted together and draped over her shoulder.
The next entry from your pops here is written in my very own forest green pen, he must
have taken it from me. I don’t spend money on markers for my buddies to steal them, but I’ll let
it slide since you probably got a hold of it in the end. But, anyway, this entry from your dad is
from a long while ago, before you even, when Obama was still in office. Way back then, when
we were all kids practically but he was a very busy kid. Your dad was working a second job,
then, doing demolition for your grandpa’s construction company, but he had lots of dreams. He
was in a band! Then band wasn’t bad, but he had to quit playing when your mom got pregnant;
he was thinking too hard.
A back cracked, a sneeze released, a hoarder's house dug to its bare bones of floor and
ugly furniture. I used to wonder how exactly it was that the pests and the vermin went about
destroying a structure but I'm not so curious about that anymore. I imagine it's like erosion.
Glaciers of roach shit ground into barf colored linoleum.
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The anger isn't so bad anymore, or no worse than usual. Sometimes it's cute when she
gets feral from the hormones? It's easier, somehow, like the meanest part of her temper blunted
is cushioned by her obvious physical discomfort. As far as I'm concerned, I'm happy to blame
fights on her hormones. There's something real animalistic about the tension, like I should
regard as her like a sexy pregnant wild animal someone had entrusted me with.
Poor, corny-ass Chauncey, he was doomed from day one. Clueless, like one of those
show-off guys who is so sure their new baby's going to be different from everyone else's. I like
Rachael—and Damian—just as much as the next guy, but Chauncey sounded like an idealistic
little kid. Like, here we are, carrying the fate of the human race right there in Rachael's rounded
belly! Real talk is that eventually his little miracle would join the world as just another damp
looking and vaguely potato-shaped infant. I love you, but it’s true.
They say women are good with babies, that their instincts kick in after they, but it was the
opposite with Rachael. Just leave! I'd scream silently at her limp, sleeping back every time
Damian woke up crying. Get the fuck out of here already, what are you waiting for? What are
you trying to prove? But still, even with things so bad between us, even with a sore back and
neck from falling asleep in the rocking chair, I couldn't help it, she had me stuck in a bad way
and I guess I still loved her? That was silly.
Chauncey's final entry in the notebook (the only one I really feel embarrassed about
having read, even though it’s a good thing for you to know your dad, how he used to be), this
next one, is dated soon after Rachael left. I guess he was trying to figure things out. I decided to
leave his notes in here because maybe they'll be good for you to see some day. God knows your
dad is no good as showing his feelings.
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Shit really hit the fan in the middle of June, a few days after we came home from the
hospital. Rachael was tired at first, and kind. Her parents were there to help and the baby was
certifiably beautiful. For two days our life as a family was so euphoric that it felt like an acid
trip. Damian was the best baby, hammy and photogenic, perfect and clever, from the second he
opened his eyes. Of course, he waited to fuss at all until the of the grandparents went home and
it was then, when I thought she'd settle into motherhood, that she blew up at me worse than ever
before. The baby kept crying but she just kept going after every time we got her back to sleep.
For hours and hours, I listened to her go on about how inconsiderate I was being, complaining
about how tired she was with the baby and I never ever being satisfied.
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VI.

MEDIOCRITY: A SUCCESS STORY

Two young women celebrate a victory on a sunny Friday afternoon in Los Angeles. Molly Levine and Ruby
Freeman have just signed a contract to write and direct a feature length film, ‘unfortunate' title and all. It says so on
the contract; their movie is called MEDIOCRITY and it's based on their literary web publication, BlessDisMess.
They didn't set out to arrive at this particular signpost so early in their joint career, so they're exhilarated: anything
and everything feels possible. They go for drinks at the bar on top of the Standard, downtown. They order two
greyhounds and toast one another before their first sip.
Relieved to be out in the clear March sunshine, Molly suddenly craves noise, conversation, a confirmation that
they were still the same people they'd always been. Better to shoot the shit than dwell on the informality of the
meeting at the network, so she manages to clink glasses again. To us, right? she winks.
Yeah, to us, obviously. Ruby clears her throat and goes on. It's, I just, I don't know. It's weird, this—she waves her
hand around, gestures at the city over her shoulder. It feels cheap, maybe?
Cheap! Cheap? How so? Molly laughs, but her curiosity is piqued. Aside from the fact that of course ‘this' feels
cheap—it is L.A.! Us, though, we're definitely kind of frugal, but cheap - how so? You worried we're sellouts?
Sure, maybe. Ruby shrugs, then lets out a cackling laugh that catches both women by surprise. Unless, maybe
we should toast to him, the original pants dropper? As if we could, say, go back in time and thank him for being an
awful college dude?
They pause to imagine this. Molly's tender affection for Ruby gets the best of her, so she plays dumb. You are
talking about Thurston, and his journal, right? Remember, we made that up—I came up with his name! It's fiction!
Ruby nods but offers a firm correction. Sure, sure. We made up Thurston and his journal, but they were based on
real events. Remember, my neighbor with his Moleskin notebooks and the Bic pens?
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*
The thing is, they aren't just being bashful; their first story together was terrible. And it was never a story so
much as a game, like an older version of playing house: a pretend journal for a pretend person. Molly and Ruby
were funny, and they knew it, but there were no big Hollywood dreams back then.
They wrote together soon after they met, because it was fun, and because it was nice to have a writing partner. In
the beginning, their projects were kind of a goof to make one another laugh. Their first plan was
uncharacteristically ambitious.
They got real stoned and compared their complex visions of what art should be and set some lofty goals. This
thing, this book, it's to be comprehensive and utilitarian, like an almanac! But for learning how to deal with
people's emotions instead of, like, how to grow crops?
Or what if it's a little more simple: an encyclopedia of the worse dates we've ever been on? People could read it
when they feel sorry for themselves to make them laugh!
And then Ruby went serious and mentioned that she had an idea that might be funny. What if we write about
the adventures of a really terrible cheesy young dude whose special thing is that he's, like, really bad at hitting on
girls? There was this one guy in college that used to be, like, famous for being a jerk. Like, a superhero whose
special power is that he's always seconds away from dropping his pants at the worst possible second.
The women paused here and reflect on the possibilities of turbo-time-pants-removal. Ruby cleared her throat
and continued. I was at a party when he did it to me, but I told my friends when I got home and someone told me
it'd happened to her, too, at a different party. This sloppy drunk guy invited me to do shots of whiskey and I was
like, okay, but only because I was completely sober at that point. So he, like tries to herd me back toward his room,
and before he even pours a drink, he starts to serenade me with a guitar he pulled out of thin air! I can't remember
what the song was? Let's just Bob Dylan. I asked him to stop then—you know how uncomfortable one-on-one
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performance is for me—so he finally stops and I look up suddenly, no pants! They were there, on the floor pooled
around his ankles!
Ruby couldn't remember the guy's name so they made one up: Thurston. They spent weeks trading a spiral
notebook back and forth. Despite alternating authorship of Thurston's Log, their narrative was such a seamless and
unified effort that they ended up abandoning it for newer (less ridiculous) ideas. Neither woman remembers, now,
why they ever stopped writing about Thurston in the first place.
*
Molly's thrilled with her friend and business partner, and she's happy to hear the traffic on the streets below.
How old had they been then? It was just after college, surely, so they would have been in their early twenties. She
laughs. Right, as if: ‘Hey, guy thanks for immediately stripping after cornering us in a basement bedroom and
torturing us with your super original rendition of Lay Lady, Lay!'
They follow drinks with a light dinner, several more cocktails, and substantial conversation about hypothetical
morals in cinema, specifically regarding the issues of female anonymity and inspiration. Must artists always name
their muses?
Later, in a cab back to their (adjacent) West Side apartments, Molly gives a small sigh and takes Ruby's hand
between her own small palms. Who cares, though, really, Rubes? Just so long as the money's green.
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VII.

8 GR8 THINGS ABOUT MOLLY
Molly’s father wasn’t entirely wrong when he leaned over and whispered in her

mother’s ear at their daughter’s college commencement ceremony. She’s nothing like the
rest of these corn-fed creeps. No middle management for this kid— big fish, small pond all
the way.
As a baby, Molly was not into reading and writing, at least not at first. She was into
dinosaurs, she was into coloring, she was into the Mickey Mouse Club, she was into
Madonna, and she was into tagging along after her older sister. She had a knack for
defiance, so much so that her mother found herself furrowing her brow as she explained
the UN’s anti-terrorism policies to her tiny daughter.
Later, Molly was into math tests, and especially long division. She liked to think
that the rolling stripes of her #2 graphite on pale green and black lines of loose-leaf filled
something up in her soul. Satisfying some need for practice or discipline, like time unwasted: messes unmade, problems solved, loose ends tied.
She still sticks her tongue out when she’s working hard as she did then: halfhumming, whimpering now and again like she had when she made mistakes or her pencil
lead squeaked against a math worksheet. This will be useful later. Later sounds nice.
Molly spent most of her childhood imagining older versions of herself. She
especially liked to do this in math class as she winnowed whole numbers down into their
factor families. Older Molly will be well-dressed, worldly, with a house full of chrome
appliances; her digital clocks would be set to the correct time, lateness having been a
phase she grew out of. Thirty-two is four eights which is also two sixteens, or sixteen twos,
or four fours, one thirty-two. Lateness, surely, must be a phase one grows out of, right?
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Late adults are late on purpose, they must be. Boy bands, braces, Babysitters’ Club, allbacon-everything, barrettes, bad boys, lateness: phases to be tried on, adjusted, discarded,
new hallmarks of maturity.
*
Good old Ludwig Van and that Glorious 9th, isn’t it? was the first thing Alex
Smart said to Molly, but the significance of his fake British accent and rolling wink were
lost on her.
What the fuck? Is he talking about Beethoven? She’d seen him before, noticed him
sulking around in the corner of the classroom, but was nevertheless surprised to hear his
voice.
I don’t know. Maybe, if you’re cool? Molly shrugged, confused. She thought about
adding what are you, some kind of band weirdo? But she resisted the urge—better to err on
the side of niceness. At sixteen, she felt less sure about her love for some things (math, for
example) and more sure about others. Disagreements felt particularly tangible and
permanent to Molly. She could hold her own, so she waited him out.
Up for the old in out, in out? Alex elbowed her in the ribs hard enough that she
almost fell from the stool on which she was perched.
This part of the memory was well-rehearsed, but Molly had long since forgotten
the actual conversation —she had generally spent most of her Graphics class squinting out
into the window-glass—that led to her first abortion (teenagers can’t have babies, not in
my house! is what her father bellowed then, when she told him she was pregnant but about
to take care of it). She barely remembered Alex, had no idea what he might be up to now,
but recognized his sneering sense of humor, over and over, upon meeting boys (dudes,
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men) and getting the feeling she’d maybe met them, before. So for Molly, Alex was more
of a general idea than an actual person, associated with an odd recurring sensation of being
stuck in time, hearing some dude’s breathing as he waited for her to answer a question,
nonchalantly meting out the time between too eager and uninterested.
Only in the crosshairs of an argument did Molly feel safe at school. She had
friends, but didn’t like them much. But there was something comfortable, familiar, about
being the no to the omnipresent yes of her high school peers. She briefly wondered if Alex,
Smart, that day in her Graphics class, was starting an argument with her. Maybe not.
Graphic classes were Tech Ed Workshop Room of her high school, the room in the
entire beige complex that felt most prison-like, what with the tempered glass windowpanes
that Molly’s friend Jeremy had once punched through after a wrestling meet. (Was it
before or after he smashed the glass that the school put in the six-inch panes? Who knew—
there’d been lots of blood, either way.)
Hardly, she said at last. Unless it’s fun and involves drinking. I drink. I smoke. This
was almost true in that she’d had several beers throughout the course of her lifetime, but
she’d never even physically touched a cigarette. She thought it sounded cool, though, once
she’d said it.
She’d neither seen nor read A Clockwork Orange in full at that point in time, but
she was pretty sure it didn’t matter: she got the reference and saw something intellectual in
Alex. As though he had all the answers but hated the questions too much to listen to
them—a clever badass, clearly.
Molly had pilfered the Burgess’ paperback in question from her sad drunk cousin,
Jimmy, several Christmases ago and found it nearly impossible to understand around all
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the lame slang—why so many inside jokes? Dudes are so needlessly complicated, she’d
remembered thinking, and rolling her eyes. As if the language we already have isn’t
enough to describe their delicate emotions.
Several years later, after high school and college, Molly was unemployed,
relatively bitter, and staying at her parents’ house for a family funeral. Watching a rerun of
The Simpsons on TV, she was suddenly overcome with curiosity about Alex Smart. She
found the copy of Clockwork Orange she’d taken from Jimmy on her old bookshelf and
stayed up all night.
The story itself didn’t affect her so much as its diction. The book prompted a long
and tearful conversation with her parents about the injustices of patriarchy. Who let him
make this?,she asked, and threw the book on the kitchen table. It’s like, an ode to his
dick—or his friends’ dicks!
This conversation marked the start of what Molly’s mother referred to as the ‘manhating campaign,’ though Molly was careful to point out that she didn’t actually hate
men—she was just jealous of the standards by which they were measured. Or, as she told
drunk cousin Jim on returning his paperback. It’s not even about measurement—or
recognition, or even the book itself! I’m wistful.
He squinted at her and opened another can of beer, so she raised her voice a little
bit. Think of it, how PERFECT it it: the young-dude art of young-dudes’ world. Molly
wanted to get paid for dreaming: she wanted to create her own (less stupid) Droogs, and
she wanted to get paid for it. And, most of all, she wanted power of her own. Imagine: the
opportunity to command an entire film driven Kubrick’s masturbatory aesthetic. What
couldn’t she do with a budget that big?
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*
The masturbatory aesthetic, to her chagrin, was the very thing that intrigued Molly.
She confirmed her suspicions once she’d finally sat through the film, a year, or two after
she’d read the book. Who could POSSIBLY resist all that white on white, modern and
antique at the same time? Or all the gold decorations and mischief-making amidst bloody
ceramic Jesuses in halls bedecked with garland. Molly felt quite sure that if she were ever
to be rich she’d deck her own halls in bloody gold icons.
As far as Molly was concerned, the other thing Burgess—and Kubrick—did get
right is just how creepy old white dudes can be, Gross. The way they over enunciate their
consonants and speak through their nostrils.
The beginning of her man-hating/wistful phase coincided with an era in which the
country’s economy was running out of steam. This was inconvenient, as Molly’s ambition
evidently kicked in just in time to watch the job market fall. She went on a lot of horrible
interviews.
She only slept with one of her prospective employers, the features editor at a music
magazine. His name was Preston and he reminded her of frat boys she’d done her best to
avoid in college. It still pains her to look back on the copy of the cover letter —why did
she save it-that won her that particular interview. So young, so naïve.
To Whom It May Concern:
My name is Molly Levine and I would like to be considered for the job opening posted in
Friday’s Tribune. Your ad asked all applicants to discuss their favorite ‘old-school’
musician, so I’ve chosen Madonna. When it comes down to it, my very favorite thing to
listen to is Madonna. Sometimes I listen to other music, but I like her outlook on life. I
think it’s healthy. She works out a lot, she’s pretty, and she always seems happy about
what she’s doing, even when other people think she’s stupid. What she does isn’t
incidentally important in the same way that other things, like solving hunger and
teaching poor people about proper healthcare can be, but I think she’s a real hero in that
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she reaches an awful lot of people and makes them believe that they’re going to be okay.
I mean everyone hears Madonna and she’s so positive about herself, so all about owning
yourself and being your own person and all, she’s a good influence even on the people
who don’t like her.
I don’t have any real support for that, like statistics and things, but I think it’s true. Think
what you want, she’s comforting. You could hear her music at a roller skating rink in
Poland or on a radio in Japan or the supermarket or something (I don’t know where they
play Madonna in Japan, I’ve never been there) and it makes you feel so good inside,
because it’s the same song that was on somewhere that you used to hear it, like at the
pool when you were little, or on MTV. Like a Virgin is the second music video I can
remember seeing, after Thriller. And whatever song it is, it probably felt the same way
now as it did the first time you heard it, wherever you are now and where you were then.
And she’s just a random girl from Michigan, I think she went to Catholic school. Anyway,
she’s a great role model...

Even the cover letter, though, wasn’t as bad as what she’d said— as they walked to
the bar next door— to Preston, who had jsut informed her that the position had been filled.
She was almost disappointed about the job but hadn’t really expected to get it, especially
after the way Preston had greeted her at the door: Miss Levine, I presume? Nice to meet
you…but with his eyes on her chest the whole time. She hoped she’d put on the right
underwear that morning, knowing this Preston fellow was definitely going to be checking
out her ass the second she turned to go. As it turned out, though, Preston was thirsty and
did Molly fancy grabbing a drink next door with him?
Sure, why not? She had moved back in with her parents several weeks prior and was
starved for something like a social interaction. At least he’d buy the first round, right? And
he did, but not before she could nervously stumble through the highlights of the witty
talking points she’d prepared on her way to the interview.
So, you know what else is a good thing about Madonna? The way she’s so
straightforward—demanding, really—about men. And, to tell you the absolute truth, I
really don’t think I’ve ever met a boy I couldn’t seduce, so long as I was in a room
alone with him. That doesn’t mean I do it--seduce them all--I just feel that I know I
really probably could. It if came down to it, and I tried hard, or if I had to. It’s not that
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hard, you just have to make them think they’re interesting. Blink and frown, but not at
the same time. You just want to give it all some credibility. Look like you’re listening
and ask them questions, even if you only pay attention to the last thing they say and just
repeat that…
This last speech was the one that kept her up at night for years, humiliated. At the
time, she’d thought of it as an apex, the pinnacle of her not-a-good-girl act; later in life,
Molly had a hard time believing that the whole exchange even occurred. Who on earth was
that person, the girl who said things like that? So unprofessional! She hoped it was just a
phase, some sort of ridiculous second adolescence. Thank god she was over it now, on to
bigger and better pursuits.
“Content Creation and Web Editing” was how her professional resume described
her last jobs before the current lapse on her resume. These jobs were not terrible, not
really. She would have preferred to call these jobs what they were: copyediting, mostly,
and the occasional/murky appropriation of awkward hashtags for sales purposes. The best
thing about these experiences has been the insight that so much mindless writing could be
just as satisfying as writing for artistic purposes. Something relaxing about working
through other people’s problems and handing them back to her boss, like remainders in
long division.
It was, in fact, this very period of Internet writing that finally gave Molly the
confidence to push for bigger things. Not better things, necessarily, but grander in scope.
Molly wanted more, Molly got more because Molly worked more. Now that she’s older,
when Molly wants more, Molly has more. Molly deserves it.
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VIII.

SOME CHIX NOTEBOOk

FUTURE PLANS
1. Find way to avoid getting bored, old, and lame after graduation with employer that
values you for your brain rather than your looks and your charming personality.

2. Maintain femininity but also be authoritative in personal life. Alternatively, play the
field and sleep with lots of hot guys. Make NO commitments, because dudes get to
default to irresponsibility all the time so maybe you should, too?

3. Remember to tell family and/or other concerned parties that EVERYTHING IS
GREAT. Nothing kills a party faster than feeling guilty cause you said too much.

4. Marry rich?

5. Make a fortune without selling your soul or your body.
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Figure 1. Party On

3

Figure 2.
Bro Shrugs

Figure 3.
3 giggles
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Figure 4. berrrr
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Figure 5. Saviors.
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Figure 6. Chi-Skyline
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Figure 7. Knot Worm
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Figure 8. jumpman
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Figure 9. oh-shit-stairs
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Figure 10. oh-shit-x dumpster
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IX. (S)A(D)LCOHOLIC
For as long as I can remember, Ma had a painting Aunt Sal made for her, centered on a nail just
above the big blue bed. The background is weird and muddy, like spilt coffee with cream, but on top
of that in bright red, Sal’s taken great care to record some dumb poem-story they once copied out
together in big block letters, perfectly spaced and even, complete the with arrows at the title:
>>>>TOO-MANY-FEELINGS: THE LEGEND OF SAL AND MA <<<<

We used to beat each other up all the time, but it’s gotta be said: as sisters go, mine’s better
than the alternative. There are at least forty clichés, maybe more, to explain just how well we
go together, let’s just say we love each other an awful lot.

Like most great loves, ours was born of recognition. We are two of the same, but opposites.
You may interpret this as you wish but even the oracles of the sun say it is true – Sal, a
Gemini, and Ma, a Sagittarius.

We will always question everything, but blessed be that our wits will always outpace one
another, time and time again, for one of us was born without feelings and the other grew too
many.
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As families go, ours isn’t so bad. Not so bad, especially when you consider the possibilities,1
not at all. Not unless there’s an open bar, that is, and if there’s liquor in that open bar, you better
watch out cause hoo boy can we throw some back. Legend has it that my great-great-grandma Betsy
had the habit of playing the numbers, but every single time she won she’d blow it all on throwing
parties, lickety-split. They say she wore clean through what amounted to a fortune back in her day.
Crazy to think we could be a pack of billionaires, no?
There is one thing we have to watch out for, though, and wouldn’t you know that it’s the
very same thing that makes us so special, which is that it’s too easy for us to have too good of a
time. Ambition can be a real killer when it comes to hospitality, you know? We have to watch out
and make sure our hands and mouths don’t win out over the health of our stomachs.
No doubt there’s a fancier way to say it, but all 36 of us - present company included, may have some
issues with the booze. Ma says it’s much nicer to call someone charismatic than it is to call someone
a drunk2 but I’m not so sure. Honesty is important.
That’s the kind of family I come from, if that’s something you feel the need to know. I came
from a long line of smart women with sharp tongues who knew how to have a good time, but Ma
says it’s just about my turn to carry on the tradition now. Another thing that’s good about being
charismatic3 is that it puts you in a good position to meet new and interesting people4. It’s hard to
imagine, carrying on in the future, right now all I can think is how much I miss Aunt Sal.

1

My doctor friend says hereditary diseases are the worst. All kinds of horrible things floating
around there in the blood, embedded on all the genes and your every thought. Kind of like really
sneaky malware, but for your body instead of your computer.
2

Which is just as well because even though she’s not so bad on the juice, she’s the worst when it
comes to practicing what she preaches. And especially with technology! God forbid we try and
have a conversation about, well, anything, ‘cause there she is again with her thumb on her phone,
consulting the Oracle of Siri
3
AKA drunk, drinking, hungover, etc.
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Once there was a rumor that she was adopted. I don’t believe it, but it wouldn’t matter one
bit to me if she was blood related to me or not. All that matters is that she and my ma came out west
together to go to school: film school, nursing school. I like imagining it, Sal soldiering her way up
through Hollywood’s showbiz ladder: page to assistant to writer to producer. All the while, living
with Ma as she slogged her way through nursing school and training, one IV bag at a time.
I suppose they must have gone to quite a few parties, Sal and Ma. They were always telling
me that everyone should go to one of those parties at least once, and I guess I agree, for the sake of
being adventurous. Sal felt strongly about learning through experience, so, I try to learn things on
my own. I know how it feels to be lost in a great big sweaty meat market, dancing to a terrible EDM
DJ and drowning in a mixture of sweat and Natty Light.
Sal’s favorite thing to listen to was Michael Jackson, so I always think of her when I put his
music on the stereo5, which is something I do often. She was especially fond of his early ‘90s stuff,
said the era usually got a bad rap but that his pain and his art were pure and authentic back then,
saving the children. I can see her now, at a dinner party, clearing her throat and standing up to hold
forth.
Michael – our lord and savior – he was always at his best when he suffered. The paparazzi
who persecuted him in the press for being a weirdo, a pederast and a sad-sack, they fueled his

I’ve seen her give this speech so many times, and it’s even better hearing it the first time, or if
someone was confused, maybe asking for an example of a Michael Jackson video from this
period. She’d roll her eyes and huff and puff for a minute then break into a big grin and pull up
YouTube on her phone to show music videos. Sal had rules about using her phone in public. She
only ever used it in mixed company for communal reasons. She said jokes are only funny when
everyone can laugh at them.
5
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creative fire!6 Her sermons never began until her audience settled down. She wanted to be heard,
regardless of whether her these statements were news to those assembled.
*
Here’s what the funeral pamphlet said when Sal passed, embossed in gold cursive on navy
blue matte cardstock:
She should have died hereafter;
There would have been a time for such a word.
— To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day,
To the last syllable of recorded time
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death.
Out, out, brief candle!
Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage
And then is heard no more. It is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury
Signifying nothing.
— Macbeth

Ma and Sal did this one really dorky thing all the time, look up at each other without warning
and squeal: EXTRA POINTS FOR CREATIVITY!!
6
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If you were wondering who was in charge of making up the funeral pamphlets, don’t: it was
Ma7, of course, because she likes to be in control of things.
As if it weren’t enough that all of us cousins chipped in for a gross of oversized t-shirts with
her face on ‘em, the lot of us managed to suck the bar at that sad little community center clean dry in
under thirty minutes, flat. Most of us prefer whiskey, but I reckon we’re not too picky when it comes
down to it so long as others (our parents, hopefully) are paying.
The service itself was a little pretentious for my tastes, and I imagine Sal might would have
felt the same, even if she would never dream of saying anything about it seeing as how she hated to
hurt Ma’s feelings. She was against hurting people’s feelings in general, really, and she once told me
that she found maliciousness almost as offensive as effusive hospitality. She liked to complain, I
guess, but she wouldn’t call it that. That was her thing, that was what she did: tell people not to
bother. Nothing special for her, please, no but thank you just the same! In the end, we sure did have
fun celebrating her life and she would have liked that part, the laughing and the drinking and the
carrying on.
What with the fancy pamphlet at the funeral service, and the crying, and the t-shirts8, and the
great big marquee sign outside the community center with her name on it, Sal would have died all
over again if she’d lived to see it.

7

She’s like the original Fancy Cousin Hannah, wanting everyone to be pleasant and dignified so
as to better enjoy their civil and social rights.
And those T-shirts were really amazing, by the way, not to mention homemade! Sal woulda
loved it, the whole affair and how well we worked together. Drunk Cousin George arranged it,
got Fancy Cousin Hanna to do a real nice line drawing of Sal’s house, then we photoshopped
dear Sal in from a photograph we found. The backs of the shirts were great, too, we used a real
old-looking font to print words from Aunt Sal’s favorite Master P song in big block letters across
the back.
8
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Ma picked the most appropriately sized and priced community center luncheon room she
could find for the reception after we finally laid Sal in the ground. The center was over on the east
side of town and no doubt had seen better days, but you can bet that the marquee was big and grand,
one of those white marquee letter boards. This one looked new, eager and shiny with blue letters.
The best part? The best part of the sign was what was spelled across it in all-caps: REST IN PIECE
ELIZABET9 SALINGER WADE and all the nice things people said at her funeral, it’s hard to
believe that good old Aunt Sal didn’t have the greatest funeral that a person could ever want.
.

Wouldn’t you know, the drunkest of the uncles was the one to point out the missing letter? A
handful of us were outside, piss drunk, smoking menthols, and all of a sudden he starts in with a
cackle and points to the marquee sign on the roadside and goes No H! No H! No H!
9
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X.

KNW
This is a story about a beginning and so it begins with a mourning. In this case, the muses

are assembled for the tale of two deaths the death of art and the death of money. Long, long ago
in America, when the goings were good and our president was Black, many people were excited
but there were also many who felt very unhappy in a special sort of way. Collective negativity
was all the rage (can you imagine?) at the dawn of the 21st century and so there would be parties
on parties—seasons of parties—when all the fashionable and smart people got to together to list
all the ways in which the world might end. They came to grim consensus time and time again—
even the optimists agreed that global apocalypse was imminent.
Americans set about trying to fix things. Despite their horrible communication skills, they
were ultimately able to solve many large-scale problems. The Internet was born around this time,
so writers and publishers were still baffled about how to spread words. It was also around then
that Big Business started to die—atrophy, really, from the inside out—and so there was a great
rush of effort to create a new infrastructure. People believed in logistics and data management,
created special schools for young engineers.
But then, when it came to art (or what they called art), everything fell apart and the things
that didn’t fall apart grew unmanageable, like the TV show Hoarders. Everyone hated everything
and chaos ran amok. It was not a good look. Frustration gathered and people started to
deteriorate. They grew self-destructive: tore at their hair and lashed out at one another, desperate
for creativity or even a wisp of imagination. Crowds stormed the Art Institute and staged a coup.
They ripped up great paintings, smashed statues, and cried out in confusion. As the situation got
worse, so too did the dialogue.
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Nothing is original! The people cried and ripped their clothes; they thrust data points at
one another and tried to blame one another.
All the ideas are GONE! And it’s all your fault!
It’s not my fault, it’s your fault! And his fault, and his too!
And so on and so on until the argument grew old and people gained some perspective.
They were ready to change, even, just so long as they could breathe again. One by one, like
children after naptime, Americans rebooted their electronic devices and went back to their
metaphorical drawing boards. Right then: art!
The very real and tangible crux of the problem with art—so it seemed—was a question of
both form and function: people were lost and so were their ideas. Artistic communication was
and is a very difficult science; one needed to be very rich to arrange the freedom of activity
necessary for one’s art production. Even if artists managed to finish the work, they had pay to get
it distributed!
The world is a wonderful place with many terrible things and in this way people had
relied on arbitrary nonsense to codify their works. American arts were built around these
elements—the ‘form’ and the ‘function’—and thus placed into categories: public art, street art,
graffiti, installation, mosaic, collage, interactive, abstract. People had so many problems with
their art that they broke with context: constructive criticism stopped working. Instead of
appreciating things for what they were, they’d been labeling and deconstructing, then more of the
same, labeling and deconstructing, over and over.
A murmur grew throughout the land and the people codified it with language:
categorizing was a terrible and limited system and America was doomed. Sadly, that was all they
had and so, on they went: watching terrible television and grumbling on their sectional couches.
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They had totally eliminated personal reflection from the consideration of artistic interpretation,
and Hell began to freeze over.
In this America, there once lived a king and queen of cultural commodification. They
were named Kimberly and Kanye Omari and they were both the children of Great Mothers.
Kimberly—Kim—was a mogul and an angel: sweeter than pie, strong-willed, and studiously
empathetic. Her father was a clever and good-looking Entertainment Lawyer who’d fallen in
love with a young (otherwise engaged) beauty in a disco, long ago. The beauty in question, Kris
(a clever exclamation point of a woman dark eyes, olive skin and a delicate tongue), nurtured a
fondness for the lawyer; she appreciated how he appreciated her. He charmed her with his
appreciation for her gold hoop earrings, the ones with the lettering in the middle. Oh Shit! Very
versatile!
And so Kris married the lawyer. The second-born of their union was a daughter—just
like the first-born and the third— Kim. There is much more to the story, but the long and the
short of it is this: Kim was always destined to reach a measure of greatness far beyond her
mother’s wildest dreams and become the most successful woman in the history Kris’ family.—
no small feat since they came from a long line of powerful businesswomen. Kim learned how to
make profit by following and creating trends at a young age. The media said she sold her life for
a lot of money so that she could make art of her lifestyle.
Kanye was a musician by trade and an artist by passion. He came from a family of
activists and educators and learned early on that selling his art would provide him with the life he
wanted. He was so good at creating and selling art, however, that his efforts to curate and keep
up with the image that the American people preferred to associate with him were misinterpreted
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on an increasingly frequent basis. It was common at the time for a man of his looks, talent, and
philosophical bent to present himself as uncaring if generally polite.
The media complained about Kim’s cold exterior, the media complained about Kanye’s
ego. It wasn’t long before they met—he produced her music video—and they fell in love.
One day the couple learned they were to be blessed with the birth of a beautiful baby girl.
Kanye and Kim wanted their princess to know that the world and its winds were at her disposal,
so they called her Knorth West. They managed to keep the name a secret, for a time, but
eventually the press “got wind” and teased them mercilessly. They disapproved of the directional
implications of the name, but the couple’s silence was what really put the media over the edge.
Many terrible stories were published and the public at large declared the baby (and especially her
name) a publicity stunt. Kim and Kanye still refused to comment.
Knorth was a happy baby, an ebullient toddler, and over time she grew into an extremely
photogenic young girl. The three Ks were a sweet little family, and young Knorth was raised
with a strong sense of morality. Though their lives were beset with the kind public curiosity
usually associated with young royalty, the three spent many happy hours together as a family,
coordinating outfits and planning video shoots.
Knorth's mother and her mother's sisters—the Aunts Kardashian—took note of the baby’s
discerning taste early. They encouraged her to stand tall and nurtured her growth as a budding
businesswoman, helping her to manifest her charisma as a sales point and sharpening her mental
acuity for the family trend-setting dynasty. Her father hoped one day she'd follow in his artistic
footsteps and told her many grand stories about his childhood in Chicago.
Her favorite tales were about when he was a teenager, what he did when he wasn't busy
rapping, or making beats, or doing homework. She liked to hear about how he spent what little
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free time he had studying the city in the mornings before he went to college at the Academy of
the Art Institute.
He’d smile his brightest smile and, if it wasn’t too late, tell her stories about the Midwest.
I always thought Chicago was the best city in the world, for an artist. Great history of activism,
number one destination of the Great Migration…
Sometimes he talked about Donda, or Fred Hampton or the Honored Gwendolyn Brooks,
or sometimes even mundane, ancient-seeming history: library gargoyles and something called a
grid. He continued the storytelling as she grew but widened his lecture topics to give her a
broader perspective on his artistic output. Unaware of her father’s grand plans, Knorth’s
voracious interest in the obscure arts of painting and writing drew her to search for the obscure
facets of her parents’ motivations in young adulthood .
She mentally scoured their thoughtful monologues for personal details, especially those
heretofore undisclosed. Kimberly and her sisters proffered scrapbooks and storage inventories,
and Grandma Kris’ account of her own motherhood was surprisingly helpful. Indeed, the themes
of many of Knorth’s earliest works bear a direct resemblance to Kris’s brave tales of the Women
Kardashian.
Her father was less forthcoming and so she approached his recollections more directly:
she asked him to tell her about his life, prodded him gently by asking him to clarify facts. Was it
true that music, and dance, and DJ-ing were more seminal to Hip Hop culture than graffiti?
He smiled down at her from where they sat in the sunny music room, sorting through
pieces of a jigsaw puzzle on a small table under the window. The scene was nuts in Chicago,
sweetheart, NUTS! Warm and challenging at the same time. Real honest, too, or at least it was
back then.
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He said that even though the tags weren’t always dope, the graf community was the best.
They were competitive and all that, but friendly, like a big family of kids writing messages back
and forth. He said they made so much art.
How much art, Pops? Like, stacks of art?
Sure, sweetheart, stacks. Stacks on stacks on stacks on stacks on stacks of art!
She was especially fond of a story he told about the oh shit tag that used to show up
everywhere, on train platforms and dumpsters and mailboxes, because it seemed to make him
happy. We never figured out who made the oh shit tags in the first place—probably some weirdo
from the suburbs or, like, a whole bunch of fourth graders playing a joke
Staying busy was easy for Knorth when she was very young. This was true, in part,
because there were many things to discover, and business also suffusedto her childhood. It was
especially surprising, then, that as she approached her teen years, t a melancholy sort of ennui
seemed to settle about her shoulders. She grew rebellious, tested her parents’ patience, and
started acting out.
Kim and Kanye had—until this point—gone to great lengths to keep her personal
activities away from mainstream and social media (not wanting her to read what other people in
the world thought of her). They’d given her a flip phone with directions to use it exclusively for
phone calls and text messages. She wasn’t allowed to watch YouTube or reality television. Then,
one day, Knorth disappeared. She left Los Angeles and started heading east.
*
The people of America were sad, because they had grown used to seeing pictures of
Knorth in the media and enjoyed poking fun at her image. People always enjoyed theorizing
about how miserable she must be, ever since the day she was born, and this event was no
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exception. One magazine suggested that Knorth had absconded to South America in search of
plastic surgery, though the journalist who’d penned the article went out of his way to deny the
obvious truth, which was that she was already quite beautiful.
Time passed. Her parents missed her very much and took to sponsoring contests in her
honor; these were called the Kardashian Kontests. The Kontests were great events, consisting of
numerous artistic works and musical entries from young people, creators looking to claim a top
spot in their fields of expertise.
And then one day, on the eve of a Kontest, a rumor spread suggesting that Knorth had
been spotted (some said her hair was long and braided, others reported that she was nearly bald)
somewhere near the Great Lakes. Anticipation was high on the sweltering June day of the last
Kardashian Kontest as the contestants and judges gathered in Chicago and held forth.
That day’s winner not only took everyone by surprise, but she also brought bring great
joy to America, simply by appearing on stage. She’d commanded the stage effortlessly, stood
still for a full minute of silence. At first, everyone thought the young woman, with the worldchanging performance, would sing, or perhaps rap, or do some sort of dance, but this was not the
case. The truth was that she was just a young woman named Knorth who had stumbled into the
Kontest hoping to show her art to the judges in exchange for some honest feedback.
Clutching a damp photograph of a mailbox, she'd confused the rappers' queue with the
photography queue and—because she was her parents' daughter and very sure of herself -- she
stayed where she was. It was almost five years, to the day, after Knorth had left her home to head
east, but her parents recognized her immediately. The happily reunited family insisted on taking
pictures with Knorth at the winners’ podium. Then they went to spend the summer up on the
lake, outside of the city, where they made a number of monumental decisions.
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Kanye decided to open an art center for children on the South Side of Chicago. A
naturally gifted teacher, he dedicated his life to the integration and appreciation of art in all its
forms and taught many of the children who went on to write the infamous De-Deconstruction
Manifesto that changed the way we look at art today.
Kim and the Aunts Kardashian poured their efforts into creating a role-playing mobile
game system that eventually helped the city's unemployed women find work. Their program was
so successful that many of its graduates went on to fill important positions in the government and
the treasury.
This influx of female leaders led directly to the world-changing #ALLWOMEN Summit
and a long list of accomplishments—including (but not limited to) the set of laws that outlawed
the exchange of money for artistic purposes and the program of residential artist colonies that
created the rich tapestry of cultural freedom we enjoy today.
And what became of young Knorth? As her Grandma Kris might say, No matter, just so
long as she’s happy! All else being equal, she wasn’t wrong, as Knorth’s past, present, and future
certainly follow the path of fairytales.
Young Knorth’s story closes with a striking, elegant epilogue, but it’s one that’s wrought
with American ambiguity. The people generally accepted her as she was; her greater message
and her striking beliefs about the power of dialogue went on to unseat—and eventually replace—
the Categorization systems of old.
She spent several years after the Kontest on the South Side of Chicago, working with
architects and planners to build the Donda West—Robert Kardashian Sr. Memorial Hospital and
Medical Center. In addition to being the first teaching hospital with a trauma center on the South
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Side, West-Kardashian Memorial Center has also come to represent a uniquely academic take on
activism as the site of the first-ever "Guns for Graduate Degrees" program.
Once construction of the hospital was finished, Knorth changed her name to a symbol
and spent the rest of her life happily converting abandoned McMansions into squats and feral cat
sanctuaries.
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